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I. REGULATORY NEWS 

1. IATA: Looming Cash Crisis Threatens Airlines. 
With recovery delayed due to new COVID-19 outbreaks and government 
mandated travel restrictions, the International Air Transport Association (IATA) 
expects full year 2020 traffic to be down 66% compared to 2019, with 
December demand down 68%. “The handwriting is on the wall,” said 
Alexandre de Juniac, IATA Director General and CEO. “Some 1.3 million 
airline jobs are at risk. And that would have a domino effect putting 3.5 million 
additional jobs in the aviation sector in jeopardy along with a total of 46 million 
people in the broader economy whose jobs are supported by aviation. 
Moreover, the loss of aviation connectivity will have a dramatic impact on 
global GDP, threatening $1.8 trillion in economic activity. Governments must 
take firm action to avert this impending economic and labor catastrophe. They 
must step forward with additional financial relief measures. And they must use 
systematic COVID-19 testing to safely re-open borders without quarantine.” . . 
. Despite cutting costs 50% during second quarter, the industry went through 
$51 billion in cash as revenues fell almost 80% compared to year-ago period, 
and, warned IATA, will burn through $77 billion during second half and a 
further $60-70 billion in 2021. The industry is not expected to turn cash 
positive until 2022. . . . IATA and Airports Council International (ACI) World 
reinforced the urgent call for governments to use a coordinated approach to 
testing as a means to safely re-open borders without quarantine, and called on 
the ICAO Council Aviation Recovery Task Force to provide an internationally 
agreed and recognized approach to testing that can be adopted at a national 
level. ACI and IATA also urged governments “to prevent the systemic collapse 
of the aviation industry with non-debt generating financial support.” To date, 
governments around the world have provided $160 billion in support, including 
direct aid, wage subsidies, corporate tax relief, and specific industry tax relief. . 
. . A proposed IATA restructuring would reduce headcount by 22%, or 400 
positions globally, half of which are unfilled positions and voluntary departures. 
IATA operates in 53 jurisdictions and will comply with unique regulations 
covering restructuring. 

2. New CDC Travel Guidance Recommends Mask-Wearing. 
New guidance from Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) 
provides “a strong recommendation” for wearing masks on conveyances to 
prevent spread of coronavirus. “There simply cannot be an economic and jobs 
recovery unless travel is able to broadly resume, and the universal embrace of 
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mask-wearing and other hygiene measures is the thing that is going to enable 
that to happen,” said CDC. 

3. Studies Show Low Risk of COVID Transmission on Aircraft. 
Exposure risk from aerosolized pathogens like coronavirus is very low on the 
Boeing 767-300 and 777-200, found the U.S. Transportation Command 
(USTRANSCOM) following tests conducted in partnership with Boeing, United 
Airlines and research entities. High air exchange coupled with high efficiency 
particulate air (HEPA) filtration of all recirculated air means a commercial 
aircraft air supply system provides protection greater than the design 
standards for a patient isolation room or a hospital operating room. The tests 
only considered a single infected passenger and did not reflect passenger 
movement about the cabin. For both airframes, calculations show about 54 
flight hours are required for cumulative inhalation of an assumed infectious 
dose. “This data will help us develop strategies for cabin loading and seating 
configurations to mitigate potential risk of person-to-person transmission of the 
aerosol particles,” said USTRANSCOM. . . . Researchers with the Aviation 
Public Health Initiative (APHI), a project of the Harvard T.H. Chan School of 
Public Health, found a low risk of SARS-COV-2 transmission on aircraft, due 
to multiple layers of protection. Because of frequent exchange of air and 
HEPA filters, over 99% of particles containing the virus are removed from 
cabin air. Other layers include: universal wearing of facemasks by passengers 
and crew; distancing protocols and strong ventilation during boarding and 
deplaning; disinfection of high-touch aircraft surfaces to remove 
contamination; and passenger attestations that they do not have COVID-19 
related symptoms and commitment to adhere to airline mask policy.  

4. Treasury Concludes CARES Act Loans to Airlines. 
The U.S. Department of the Treasury closed loans under the Coronavirus Aid, 
Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act to Alaska Airlines, American, 
Frontier, JetBlue, Hawaiian, SkyWest, and United. 

5. Alan Boyd, First DOT Chief, Dies. 
Alan Boyd, the first U.S. Secretary of Transportation, has died. Boyd was 
Chairman of the Civil Aeronautics Board under President Kennedy. In the 
Johnson Administration, he consolidated several federal agencies into a 
cabinet-level Department of Transportation (DOT). He later served as chief 
negotiator for the Bermuda II bilateral with the UK, and as President of Airbus 
North America, and President of both Illinois Central Railroad and Amtrak. 
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6. U.S. Travel Agency Air Ticket Sales Improve in September. 
U.S. travel agency air ticket sales exceeded $1 billion in September, the first 
time since March, said Airlines Reporting Corp. (ARC). Net sales from ARC-
accredited travel agencies totaled nearly $1.2 billion, a 56% increase month-
over-month, up from $751 million in August 2020. Total dollar volume was 
down 85%, from $7.8 billion in September 2019. Total number of passenger 
trips settled by ARC was down 69% year over year for September, from 
24,465,077 to 7,610,632. U.S. domestic trips decreased 65% to 5.6 million, 
while international trips totaled 2 million, a 78% decrease. Average U.S. 
round-trip ticket price decreased from $496 in September 2019 to $343 in 
September 2020. 

7. DOT Tentatively Approves Delta, WestJet Alliance. 
DOT announced tentative approval and grant of antitrust immunity for the 
proposed alliance agreement submitted by Delta and Canada’s WestJet. The 
carriers propose to operate a joint venture between the United States and 
Canada, through which they intend to coordinate services, including network 
planning, pricing, and sales activities. By combining networks, the carriers are 
expected to expand capacity on some existing routes while introducing 
services on several new routes, allowing more options for travel to and from 
Canada. DOT is proposing, as a condition of approval, that the carriers 
remove WestJet ultra-low-cost affiliate Swoop from the alliance and divest 16 
takeoff and landing slots at New York LaGuardia. DOT also proposes to 
require WestJet to provide interline access to select carriers flying to Canada 
and would review the proposed alliance in five years.  

8. DOT Fines Emirates for Operating Flights in Prohibited Airspace. 
DOT fined Emirates $400,000 for operating flights carrying the JetBlue code 
over parts of Iranian airspace despite a Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
Notice to Airmen prohibiting U.S. operators from flying in that region “due to 
heightened military activities and increased political tensions in the region that 
presented a risk to U.S. civil aviation operations and carried the potential for 
miscalculation or misidentification.” 

9. EASA Finds Boeing 737 MAX Safe Enough to Fly by Yearend. 
European Union Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) Executive Director Patrick Ky 
told Bloomberg he is satisfied that changes to the Boeing 737 MAX have 
made it safe enough to return to the skies before the end of the year. The 
MAX was grounded in March 2019 after a 2018 crash in Indonesia and a 2019 
crash in Ethiopia that together resulted in 346 deaths. Investigators have 
implicated new flight-control software, the maneuvering characteristics 
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augmentation system (MCAS), and pilot training in the failures. . . . FAA 
posted the draft Flight Standardization Board (FSB) report on proposed pilot 
training for the MAX, incorporating recommendations from the Joint 
Operations Evaluation Board (JOEB) which was comprised of civil aviation 
authorities from the United States, Canada, Brazil, and the European Union 
(EU). Comment period ends November 2. Key milestones remaining include: 
Final Design Documentation and Technical Advisory Board (TAB) Report; 
Continued Airworthiness Notification to the International Community (CANIC) 
& AD; FAA Rescinds Grounding Order; Certificates of Airworthiness; and 
Operator Training Programs. These actions are applicable only to U.S. air 
carriers and U.S.-registered aircraft. . . . The MAX has completed around 
1,400 test and check flights and more than 3,000 flight hours, said Boeing, as 
it reported third-quarter results significantly impacted by COVID-19 and the 
MAX grounding. Boeing President and CEO Dave Calhoun said additional 
cuts will result in a workforce of about 130,000 by the end of 2021. . . . While 
MAX production will remain in in Everett, Washington, Boeing said 787 
production will be consolidated at its facility in North Charleston, South 
Carolina, when the “program begins building at the previously announced rate 
of six airplanes a month in 2021.” . . . In its annual 20-year forecast, Boeing 
projects demand for 18,350 commercial airplanes in the next decade, 11% 
lower than comparable 2019 forecast, and 43,000 new airplanes in the 20-
year forecast period. Over the next 20 years, passenger traffic growth is 
projected to increase by an average of 4% per year. The global commercial 
fleet is expected to reach 48,400 by 2039, up from 25,900 airplanes today. 
Asia will account for nearly 40% of the fleet compared to about 30% today. 
Single-aisle airplanes such as the 737 MAX will continue to be the largest 
market segment, with operators projected to need 32,270 new airplanes in the 
next 20 years. Single-aisle demand will recover sooner due to its key role in 
short-haul routes and domestic markets as well as passenger preference for 
point-to-point service. 
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II. AIRPORTS 

1. ACI Urges End to Discriminatory Aviation Taxes. 
An ACI World policy brief calls for “an end to the economically inefficient and 
discriminatory taxation of aviation which is hampering the industry’s recovery 
from COVID-19” and urges governments to follow the International Civil 
Aviation Organization’s (ICAO) Policies on Taxation in the Field of Air 
Transport (Doc 8632). Airport operators alone directly pay more than $10 
billion in taxes at the global level, which represents around 7.6% of total airport 
costs, said ACI. When adding taxes paid by other air transport parties and 
levied from air passengers on air tickets, the estimated revenue from taxes 
rises to $90 billion globally. . . . ACI Europe estimates 193 European airports, 
mainly regional, face insolvency if passenger traffic does not start to recover 
by yearend. Larger European airports have cut costs to the bone and 
increased debt, an additional €16 billion for the top 20, and have made 
thousands of highly skilled workers redundant. “Governments’ current 
imposition of quarantines rather than testing is bringing Europe’s airports 
closer to the brink with every day that passes,” said ACI Europe Director 
General Olivier Jankovec. 

2. FAA Extends Slot Relief at Congested Airports. 
FAA extended temporary waivers of minimum flight requirements through 
March 27, 2021 for New York Kennedy and LaGuardia and Reagan 
Washington National because of the pandemic. The policy for prioritizing 
flights canceled at designated IATA Level 2 U.S. airports was also extended 
through March 27, for purposes of establishing a carrier’s operational baseline 
in the next corresponding scheduling season. . . . FAA told airlines to submit 
summer 2021 schedules for five capacity-constrained airports—Chicago 
O’Hare, New York Kennedy and Newark, Los Angeles and San Francisco—by 
October 15, “even if the effects of COVID-19 on airport demand and 
operations continue and adjustments become necessary to respond to 
changing conditions.”  

3. Portland Previews Design of New $1.5 Billion Main Terminal. 
On its 80th anniversary, Portland International shared architectural renderings 
of its new $1.5 billion main terminal, which “takes inspiration from the human-
friendly scale of Portland’s city blocks and favorite neighborhoods [with] 
storefronts clustered together along a tree-lined ‘street’ and cafe seating 
spilling out onto ‘sidewalks.’” Completion is expected in Spring 2025.  
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4. Tucson Breaks Ground on Airfield Modernization. 
Tucson Airport Authority broke ground on its Airfield Safety Enhancement 
Project (ASE), which is estimated to take at least five years to complete. The 
$300 million project includes demolition of an existing general aviation runway, 
construction of a relocated full-length commercial runway and new taxiways. 

5. Berlin-Brandenburg Opens. 
Berlin-Brandenburg Willy Brandt Airport (BER) Terminal 1 has opened. Nine 
years late and a reported $4 billion over budget, BER replaces Tegel and 
Schonefeld. Schonefeld now is Terminal 5 of BER and 60-year-old Tegel will 
be redeveloped as an industrial park. Terminal 2, which was completed on 
time, will open when traffic returns to normal levels. BER has total capacity of 
40 million passengers. Located just south of Berlin, the new airport is 
accessible by train and has 13,000 parking spots. BER is owned by Berlin, 
Brandenburg Province and the federal government; CEO is Engelbert Lutke 
Daldup. 

6. American Airlines to Move Flights to Beijing Daxing in March.  
American Airlines will transfer operations to Beijing Daxing (PKX) when 
Boeing 787-8 service returns from Dallas-Fort Worth on March 27. Before the 
pandemic, American and strategic partner China Southern code shared on 
flights beyond Beijing Capital and Shanghai Pudong and intend to code share 
on flights beyond PKX. American’s cargo flights to Beijing Capital will continue 
through the end of March.  

7. Japan Approves Temporary Landing Fee Reduction.  
Japan reduced landing fees for domestic airlines at state-controlled airports by 
45%, in light of the drop in demand. The reduction will be applied retroactively 
from August and will last through February 2021. A previous six-month 
moratorium on landing fees ended in July. 

8. Sharjah International Opens Enlarged Facilities. 
Sharjah Airport Authority opened a 4,000 square meter facility which includes 
gates, concessions, a first and business class lounge, security scanning 
equipment, and areas for people with reduced mobility. The airport said it 
handled 13.6 million passengers during the past year and the current 
expansion plan will increase capacity to 20 million by 2025. 
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III. SECURITY AND DATA PRIVACY 

1. TSA Screens Over 1 Million Passengers on A Single Day. 
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) screened 1,031,505 
passengers on Sunday, October 18, the highest number since March 17, and 
the highest weekly volume, 6.1 million, from October 12 to 18, since the start 
of the pandemic. Screened passengers a year ago on one weekday numbered 
2,606,266. . . . On October 16, TSA had 246 employees with active COVID-19 
infections. Since the beginning of the pandemic, TSA cumulatively had 2,134 
federal employees test positive. 1,888 employees have recovered, and eight 
have died, as has one screening contractor. 

2. Denver Rolls Out VeriFLY. 
Denver International rolled out a free program, VeriFLY, which allows 
passengers to reserve access to a dedicated TSA screening lane (standard or 
PreCheck) and a place on a limited-capacity train car to the concourse. The 
VeriFLY app grants access to travelers who complete a health and 
temperature screening on day of travel upon arrival at the airport. “Privacy is 
paramount,” said the airport; “rest easy knowing that you’re in total control of 
how, when, and with whom your information and identity are shared. Your 
personal mobile device will verify that it’s you!” . . . International long-haul 
service resumed at Denver with three weekly Lufthansa Airbus A350-900 
flights to Munich; United, the airport’s largest carrier, resumes flights to 
Frankfurt in early November, operating three days per week on Boeing 787-9 
aircraft. Restrictions remain in place for travel between the U.S. and Germany. 

3. British Airways Fined £20 Million for Data Breach. 
The UK Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) fined British Airways £20 
million “for failing to protect the personal and financial details of more than 
400,000 of its customers.” ICO said the airline processed the data without 
adequate security measures in place, breaking data protection law, and as a 
result was the subject of a cyber-attack in 2018, which it did not detect for 
more than two months. Because the breach occurred before the UK left the 
EU, the ICO investigated as lead supervisory authority on behalf of all EU 
authorities, which have approved the penalty and action. 
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IV. TECHNOLOGY AND EQUIPMENT 

1. Digital Health Pass Successfully Trialed. 
A digital health pass aimed at enabling safer travel and reopening international 
borders was successfully trialed with volunteers on a Cathay Pacific flight 
between Hong Kong and Singapore and on a United flight from London 
Heathrow to New York Newark. The CommonPass trials replicated the traveler 
experience of taking a COVID-19 test prior to departure, uploading the result 
to mobile phones, and demonstrating compliance with entry requirements at 
departure and destination airports. Test results for travel generally are shared 
on pieces of paper, or photos of the paper, from unknown labs, often written in 
languages foreign to those inspecting them, said authorities; the lack of a 
standard test result format and certification system leave room for confusion 
and even falsification of results. U.S. Customs and Border Protection and CDC 
observed the trials at Newark Airport. The effort was launched by The World 
Economic Forum and Switzerland-based Commons Project Foundation. 
Common Trust Framework for Health Status Verification enables governments 
to set and verify their own health criteria for travelers while allowing lab results 
and vaccination records to be certified across borders. CommonPass will roll 
out with more airlines in November and December on routes across Asia, 
Africa, the Americas, Europe and the Middle East. 

2. American to Migrate Reservations Systems to Single Platform. 
American Airlines Group, the holding company for American and US Airways, 
reached an agreement with Sabre to work on the migration to one reservation 
platform. Sabre is the platform currently used at American. . . . American 
launched a digital group booking platform that provides real-time visibility into 
every aspect of an itinerary and access to modify bookings. Features include 
enhanced search for availability and pricing for simple, multi-sector and multi-
origin itineraries; quotes and holds for up to 14 days after reservation; ability to 
review terms and accept quotes when ready; automatic reminders for 
important deadlines to accept quotes; and automatic free seat assignments. 
The platform is available for European points of sale now, can be accessed 
from U.S. and Canada points of sale in first half 2021, and global availability 
will follow. 

3. Southwest, Amadeus Expand Partnership. 
Southwest business travel is now available through the Amadeus Travel 
Platform. The airline migrated international and domestic passenger services 
to the Amadeus Altéa Solution in 2015 and 2017, respectively. Since both 
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platforms are hosted on the same system, Southwest content is now available 
to travel management companies with points of sale in the United States. . . . 
Amadeus and Setoo have partnered to offer personalized insurance products 
to travelers, starting in nine markets (France, Spain, Italy, UK, Germany, 
Netherlands, Luxemburg, Belgium and Austria). Travel agents using the 
Amadeus Travel Platform will be able to request custom built insurance to 
protect customers from disruptions to their trip. 

4. SIA Launches Star Alliance Digital Connection Service. 
Singapore Airlines launched the digital version of the Star Alliance Connection 
Service, introduced in 2017 to facilitate time-critical flight connections between 
member airlines and, until now, has required dedicated staff support to assist 
affected passengers in transferring between flights. The digital version 
embeds in the participating member airline’s mobile app, providing updated 
transfer information and intuitive navigational services through the smartphone 
at major hub airports, without further intervention. Information provided 
includes optimum route from arrival to departure gate, distance and time 
needed to get there. In the case of critical connections, passengers receive a 
digital express connection card that allows expedited passage through certain 
checkpoints. Star Alliance adopted the Airline Accelerator technology of UK-
based Living Map. This initial release focuses on London Heathrow Terminal 
2. Android users are experiencing this enhancement first, with implementation 
for iOS users to follow. 

5. Dufry, Alibaba to Partner in Chinese Travel Retail Markets. 
Dufry and Alibaba Group are forming a strategic joint venture to explore and 
invest in opportunities in China. The JV will be owned 51% by Alibaba Group 
and 49% by Swiss-based Dufry. Alibaba is taking a 6.1% stake in Dufry and 
Alibaba subsidiary Advent International will have an 11.4% stake. “Alibaba 
Group is a leader in digital commerce with an ecosystem of more than 800 
million consumers in China,” said Dufry CEO Julian Diaz, while “Dufry holds a 
leading position in travel retail globally and brings in its strong operational 
expertise in 65 countries and over 2,500 shops. 
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V. ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENT 

1. Fuel Bill for Global Airline Industry. 
The average price of aviation jet fuel on October 16 was $44.83/barrel, up 
5.1% on the month and down 43.3% compared to a year ago, reports IATA. 
Jet fuel price average for 2020 was $45.5/barrel. Impact on 2020 fuel bill was 
down $110.4 billion. 

2. Alaska Airlines Initiatives Support SAF Development. 
Alaska Airlines announced a two-year investment with Washington State 
University to support additional research at the WSU-PNNL Bioproducts 
Institute to advance mid- and long-term development of sustainable aviation 
fuel (SAF), as an economically viable option, particularly in the Pacific 
Northwest. . . . Under a unique agreement with Alaska Airlines, Microsoft 
employee air travel between Seattle to San Francisco, San Jose and Los 
Angeles will be powered by SAF supplied by SkyNRG. Microsoft will purchase 
SAF credits from SkyNRG, and the SAF will be delivered to the airport fueling 
system used by Alaska Airlines. Microsoft, Alaska, and SkyNRG are 
supporting development of a global environmental accounting standard for 
voluntary corporate SAF purchases through participation in a pilot project of 
the World Economic Forum’s Clean Skies for Tomorrow initiative. . . . Alaska 
passengers can invest in carbon offsets from The Good Traveler, which also 
partners with airports; 229 million pounds of CO2 has been removed from the 
air through funding projects like planting trees, protecting habitats, composting 
waste and using renewable energy. 

3. FAA Report on Aircraft Noise Mitigation Efforts “Inadequate.” 
In a letter to FAA Administrator Stephen Dickson, 28 members of the House of 
Representatives said a recent report regarding airplane noise metrics is 
inadequate. The FAA Reauthorization Act of 2018 ordered FAA to “evaluate 
alternative metrics to the current average day-night level standard, such as the 
use of actual noise sampling and other methods, to address community 
airplane noise concerns.” FAA did not evaluate alternatives, said Karen Bass 
(D-CA), a member of the Quiet Skies Caucus, and “must go back to the 
drawing board and write a new report.” 
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VI. U.S. CONGRESS 

1. House Passes Expedited Delivery of Airport Infrastructure Act. 
The House approved the “Expedited Delivery of Airport Infrastructure Act,” 
which would allow airports to use Airport Improvement Program (AIP) funds to 
incentivize early completion of critical infrastructure projects. The bill was 
introduced by Transportation Committee Ranking Member Sam Graves (R-
MO), who said H.R. 5912 would allow airports, including those with short 
construction seasons or disruptive airfield projects, to use up to $1 million in 
AIP money to incentivize a contractor to complete a project early. Use of 
incentive payments would be left to the discretion of the airport operator. 
Similar incentives are found in construction of surface transportation projects. 
The bill has support from infrastructure stakeholders including ACI North 
America and American Association of Airport Executives. 

2. Congress Urged to Adopt New Airline Passenger Protections. 
The National Association of Attorneys General (NAAG) urged House and 
Senate leaders to ensure that further financial relief provided to the airline 
industry be coupled with, or followed by, appropriate consumer protection 
measures. Despite strong taxpayer protections in the CARES Act, they wrote, 
numerous violations occurred, including more than one hundred complaints to 
DOT against a single airline. The letter requests that state attorneys general 
“be authorized to enforce federal airline consumer protection laws, thereby 
broadening consumer violation enforcement beyond a single federal agency, 
and, if they are not provided dual consumer enforcement authority, the federal 
government should provide a more transparent and robust consumer 
complaint process. In particular, the attorneys general request authority for the 
consumer complaint investigation process be removed from DOT and moved 
to a more consumer protection focused agency such as the U.S. Department 
of Justice or the Federal Trade Commission.” 
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VII. BILATERAL AND STATE DEPARTMENT NEWS 

1. Countries Seek to Establish Travel Bubbles. 
Countries are working to establish travel bubbles, even as renewed COVID-19 
outbreaks are seen worldwide. As of October 19, the World Health 
Organization reported a cumulative global total of 39,944,882 cases and 
1,111,998 deaths, with 338,096 cases reported in the prior 24 hours. The 
cumulative number in the United States on October 19 was 8,019,237 with 
217,659 deaths, with 52,508 cases reported in the prior 24 hours. . . . 
Singapore and Hong Kong reached an in-principle agreement to allow 
reciprocal travel on dedicated flights without need for quarantine or a 
controlled itinerary, subject to negative COVID-19 tests. . . . The U.S. is in 
talks with the UK and other countries about shortening quarantine periods for 
travelers via use of rapid COVID-19 testing, reports The Wall Street Journal. 

2. U.S. Signs Open Skies Agreement with Bangladesh. 
The United States signed an Air Transport Agreement with Bangladesh, which 
entered into force upon signing. The bilateral includes unrestricted capacity 
and frequencies, open route rights, a liberal charter regime and code sharing, 
said the U.S. Department of State, and “represents a step forward for the 
liberalization of civil aviation in the Indo-Pacific.”  

3. G20 Tourism Ministers Discuss Plan for Travel Recovery. 
At the first Group of Twenty (G20) public-private tourism meeting, in Riyadh, a 
plan to restart international travel was discussed. Around 100 million jobs 
could be saved through strong international collaboration, eliminating travel 
barriers and an international testing protocol at departure, said the World 
Travel and Tourism Council (WTTC). In 2019, Travel & Tourism was 
responsible for one in 10 jobs (330 million), making a 10.3% contribution to 
global GDP and generating one in four of all new jobs, according to WTTC’s 
2020 Economic Impact Report. 

4. WTO Approves Tariffs on $4 Billion of U.S. Exports to EU. 
The World Trade Organization (WTO) authorized the EU to impose tariffs on 
$4 billion worth of U.S. goods annually to counter harm from U.S. subsidies to 
Boeing. Last year, the WTO authorized the U.S. to impose tariffs on $7.5 
billion worth of EU goods annually to counter harm from EU subsidies to 
Airbus. “The United States is determined to find a resolution to this dispute,” 
said U.S. Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer, “and will intensify our 
ongoing negotiations with the EU to restore fair competition and a level playing 
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field to this sector.” Airbus did not start this WTO dispute, said CEO Guillaume 
Faury and remains “prepared and ready to support a negotiation process that 
leads to a fair settlement.” 

5. Israel, UAE Sign Aviation Agreement. 
Israel and United Arab Emirates (UAE) signed an aviation agreement allowing 
28 weekly commercial flights between Tel Aviv and Abu Dhabi and Dubai, 10 
weekly cargo flights, and unlimited charter flights from Ramon Airport near 
Eilat. Citizens reportedly will be able to travel visa-free. . . . Etihad transported 
a travel trade mission from Israel to experience Abu Dhabi and the UAE, and 
launched a Hebrew website, while Abu Dhabi authorities instructed hotels to 
prepare kosher food options in anticipation of Israeli tourists.  

6. Israel, Jordan Sign Overflight Agreement. 
Israel and the Kingdom of Jordan agreed to allow overflights in airspace of the 
two countries. This is “welcome news for travelers, the environment and the 
aviation industry, during these very difficult times,” said IATA. “The direct 
routing will cut return journey times for passengers by about 20 minutes and 
reduce CO2 emissions. Airlines will also save on fuel costs.” 
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VIII. EUROPE AND AFRICA 

1. British Airways CEO Alex Cruz Replaced by Sean Doyle. 
British Airways CEO Alex Cruz stepped down and was replaced by Aer Lingus 
chief Sean Doyle, announced International Airlines Group (IAG). Doyle worked 
at British Airways for 20 years before moving to head Aer Lingus. Donal 
Moriarty was named Aer Lingus interim chief executive. Fernando Candela 
assumed the new role of chief transformation officer and will remain CEO of 
LEVEL until a replacement is appointed. New IAG CEO Luis Gallego said the 
internal promotions will ensure IAG is well placed to emerge from the current 
environment in a strong position. IAG announced a total third-quarter revenue 
decline of 83% to €1.2 billion compared to €7.3 billion last year.  

2. Lufthansa to Deploy A350-900s for Chicago, Los Angeles Service. 
For the duration of the winter timetable, Lufthansa will temporarily deploy the 
Airbus A350-900 for flights from Frankfurt to Chicago and Los Angeles, rather 
than the Boeing 747-8, as it consumes around 12% less fuel and emits less 
CO2. . . . Facing a resurgence of COVID-19, Lufthansa Group will ground 125 
more aircraft during winter 2020/21 than originally planned, said CEO Carsten 
Spohr, as reported by Reuters, and most administrative staff will be put on a 
government-sponsored reduced hours scheme. . . . Lufthansa announced six 
new long-haul destinations from Frankfurt for summer 2021, including three 
weekly flights to Anchorage. . . . Thomas Kluhr resigned as SWISS CEO, 
effective year-end, after 30 years with Lufthansa Group. Kluhr will serve on the 
Swiss Aviation Foundation, to be established as a condition to a state loan to 
the airline, which will “monitor the due observance of the associated accord 
between the Swiss Confederation and the Lufthansa Group on the future 
development of the Zurich Airport hub.” 

3. Ryanair Suspends Service to Four Irish Airports. 
Ryanair will not operate from Irish airports, except Dublin, from November 14 
to December 12, "as a result of continuous government mismanagement and 
a complete collapse in travel demand.” Ryanair called on Ireland’s Transport 
Minister to take immediate action to urgently implement pre-travel testing to 
preserve Ireland’s connectivity with the rest of Europe. 

4. EL AL Resumes Flights to Zurich, Code Share with Swiss. 
See Section IX, item 11. 
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IX. ASIA/PACIFIC AND MIDDLE EAST 

1. United Resumes San Francisco-Shanghai Service. 
United began four weekly Boeing 777-300ER nonstops between San 
Francisco and Shanghai Pudong. Prior to suspending service in February due 
to COVID-19, United operated between Shanghai and San Francisco, Los 
Angeles, Chicago and New York Newark. 

2. China Domestic Air Travel at Pre-Pandemic Levels.  
Domestic air travel in China has recovered to pre-pandemic levels and Air 
China, China Eastern and China Southern are expected to report third-quarter 
profits. In October, China Southern replaced Delta as the world's largest 
airline, followed by American, according to OAG. 

3. Cathay Pacific Ends Cathay Dragon Ops in Restructuring. 
In a major restructuring, Cathay Pacific Group intends to cut 5,900 employees. 
Regional unit Cathay Dragon ceased operations with those routes now 
operated by Cathay Pacific and subsidiary HK Express. Hong Kong-based 
cabin and cockpit crew will face changes in conditions of service, executive 
pay cuts will continue through 2021 and a third voluntary leave scheme for 
non-flying employees will be introduced for first half next year. There will be no 
salary increases for 2021 nor annual discretionary bonus for 2020. “We expect 
to operate well under 25% of 2019 passenger capacity in first half of 2021 and 
below 50% for the entire year,” said CEO Augustus Tang. 

4. ANA to Launch New Low-Cost Airline. 
ANA Holdings will restructure, cutting costs and addressing how travel has 
changed with “a framework for an entirely new, future-oriented operational 
strategy," said President and CEO Shinya Katanozaka. A new low-cost carrier 
will launch in 2022 with Boeing 787 service to Southeast Asia and Oceania. 
Peach Aviation will expand medium-distance international routes with new 
Airbus A321LR aircraft, and will enter the air cargo business in collaboration 
with ANA and ANA Cargo. . . . ANA service from Tokyo Haneda will launch to 
San Francisco in December, resume to New York and Seattle and increase to 
Los Angeles. . . . Though demand is gradually recovering in second half, 
operating revenues will be down about 60% for year ended March 31, 2020, 
said ANA Holdings, forecasting a net loss of nearly $5 billion. 
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5. SIA to Begin Nonstops to New York. 
Singapore Airlines (SIA) is operating flights to Los Angeles and will resume 
service to New York Kennedy with three weekly Airbus A350-900 ultra-long 
nonstops. SIA “will continue to review its operations to the United States, and 
assess the growing demand for air travel amid the ongoing recovery from the 
COVID-19 pandemic, before deciding to reinstate services to other points in 
the country.” 

6. Jayne Hrdlicka to Succeed Paul Scurrah as Virgin Australia CEO. 
Paul Scurrah will step down as CEO and Managing Director of Virgin Australia 
Group at financial close of sale to Bain Capital, expected early November, said 
Deloitte Restructuring Services. Bain will appoint Jayne Hrdlicka as CEO. She 
was CEO of Jetstar Group. Deloitte said it had reaffirmed with Bain that Virgin 
Australia will not be repositioned as a low-cost carrier, but “will appeal to the 
full spectrum of travelers, from premium corporate through to more budget-
focused customers.” 

7. Qantas, Jetstar Resume Some Services. 
Qantas low-fare unit Jetstar will offer three weekly Airbus A320 flights between 
the Gold Coast and Hobart in December, resuming service that ended in 2013, 
and increase frequencies on existing Tasmanian routes. Once restrictions are 
lifted, Jetstar plans to operate up to 21 weekly services between Hobart and 
Sydney, and Qantas will reintroduce services between Sydney and Hobart. 
Jetstar Group includes Jetstar Airways in Australia and New Zealand, wholly 
owned by Qantas Group; Singapore-based Jetstar Asia Airways, owned by 
Westbrook Investments (51%) and Qantas (49%); and Jetstar Japan, a 
partnership of Japan Airlines, Qantas and Tokyo Century Corporation. Jetstar 
Group CEO is Gareth Evans. . . . A travel bubble was established between 
Australia and New Zealand, allowing travel to Australia from New Zealand. 
Restrictions remain in place for travel to New Zealand. Qantas is operating 
repatriation services from New Delhi, London and Johannesburg, its first 
international passenger flights since June. Qantas Group CEO Alan Joyce 
said the national carrier has operated over 100 international flights to bring 
Australians home with the government’s support. International freight flights 
have continued throughout the pandemic to help maintain key supply chains. 

8. AirAsia Restructuring, Grounds Units. 
“Travel and border restrictions have grounded all scheduled flights and there is 
no imminent return to normalcy,” said AirAsia X in announcing a restructuring 
plan and the appointment of Lim Kian Onn as Deputy Chairman. “We have run 
out of money,” said Lim, who has been a Board member of AirAsia X since 
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2012. AirAsia Japan ceased flying, the group’s Indonesia-based carrier will be 
liquidated, and the stake in Thai AirAsia X was written down. 

9. Malaysia’s Firefly Unit to Begin Jet Operations. 
Malaysia Aviation Group (MAG) subsidiary Firefly will begin jet operations in 
first quarter 2021, phasing in up to 10 narrow bodies to connect secondary 
cities in Malaysia to East Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia and Singapore out of 
Penang International Airport. “Based on available forecasts, domestic and 
short-haul travel will be most preferred in the current environment,” said Group 
CEO Izham Ismail. Firefly will complement Malaysia Airlines (MAB), said 
officials, giving MAB “room to focus on its network serving the premium 
market.” Firefly CEO is Philip See. 

10. Qatar to Launch San Francisco Service in December. 
Qatar Airways will operate four weekly Airbus A350-900 Doha-San Francisco 
flights from December 15. By yearend, Qatar plans to rebuild its network to 
124 destinations including 10 in the Americas, subject to pandemic 
restrictions. . . . Female passengers, including at least 13 Australians, were 
forcibly removed from a Sydney-bound Qatar flight in Doha, strip-searched 
and given invasive medical exams, after a newborn baby was found in a 
bathroom at Hamad International. Australian authorities called the event 
“offensive, grossly inappropriate and beyond circumstances in which the 
women could give free and informed consent,” and referred the case to the 
Australian Federal Police. Human Rights Watch said the examinations can 
constitute sexual assault. 

11. EL AL Resumes Flights to Zurich, Code Share with Swiss. 
El Al will renew its code share with Swiss and has resumed flights to Zurich, 
New York, Paris, London, Frankfurt, Amsterdam, Miami, Los Angeles, Kiev, 
Belgrade and Athens. Currently, entry into Israel is possible only for Israeli 
passport holders, due to the pandemic. . . . Control of El Al was formally 
assumed by Eli Rozenberg, despite objections by former owner Knafaim. . . . 
Separately, IDB Development is seeking a buyer for Israir Airlines and 
Tourism Ltd. and has noted interest from Dubai-based companies, Al Habtoor 
and NY Koen subsidiary Aero Private Jet, and Israeli businessmen Rami Levy 
and Shalom Haim. 

12. Atlas Air to Operate Alibaba’s South America Flights. 
See Section X, item 8. 
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X. AMERICAS 

1. American Furloughs 19,000 Employees. 
As the CARES Act Payroll Support Program (PSP) expired on October 1, 
American began furloughs of 19,000 employees. Airlines and unions continue 
to lobby for an extension of the PSP. . . . American reported a third-quarter net 
loss of $2.4 billion, and, in October increased its loan capacity by $2 billion 
through the CARES Act loan program to $7.5 billion, bringing its liquidity 
balance to $15.6 billion. Q3 passenger demand and load factors improved but 
remain significantly below 2019 levels. 4Q system capacity is expected to be 
down more than 50% year over year, with long-haul international capacity 
down 75%. . . . American secured rights to defer deliveries of 18 Boeing 737 
MAX aircraft to 2023 and 2024, and finalized sale-leaseback transactions to 
finance remaining Airbus A321 deliveries in 2021. . . . Former Northwest CEO 
Doug Steenland was named to American’s Board of Directors and will serve 
on finance and compensation committees. . . . American is collaborating with 
foreign governments to offer preflight COVID-19 testing for customers; a 
program will launch at Miami in November for Jamaican residents traveling 
home. Another is underway at Dallas Fort Worth for customers traveling to 
Hawaii, in partnership with the airport, LetsGetChecked, which offers home 
tests, and urgent care provider CareNow. 

2. Delta Avoids Involuntary Furloughs. 
Delta avoided furloughs for ground employees and flight attendants through 
voluntary separation and early retirement programs, voluntary unpaid leave, 
job sharing and other initiatives in third quarter; about 18,000 employees 
participated, with most leaving the company August 1. A plan to furlough 
1,941 pilots effective October 1 was deferred to November. . . . Delta posted a 
$5.4 billion 3Q loss. Adjusted operating revenue of $2.6 billion was down 79% 
versus 2019 quarter. Passenger revenues declined 83% on 63% lower 
capacity. . . . Delta will launch daily Boeing 767-400ER flights between Seattle 
and London Heathrow in April and will continue to block middle seats through 
January 6, 2021. 

3. United Furloughs 13,000 Employees. 
United furloughed 13,000 employees, and about 9,000 opted for voluntary 
separation or retirement packages and/or extended leaves of absence. . . . 
United had a 3Q net loss of $1.8 billion; total operating revenues were down 
78% year-over-year, on a 70% decrease in capacity; passenger revenue was 
down 84%. Total available liquidity at end of 3Q was about $19.4 billion. . . . 
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The airline launched a COVID-19 testing pilot for customers traveling from San 
Francisco to Hawaii and planned to fly roughly 40% of its full schedule in 
October compared to October of last year. 

4. Southwest Avoids Immediate Furloughs. 
Southwest senior management pay was cut by 20% and CEO Gary Kelly will 
receive no salary through end of 2021, while non-union employee pay will be 
reduced by 10% starting January 1. The company is in negotiations to reach 
agreement on “reasonable, temporary concessions for union contract 
employees beginning January 1, in return for no layoffs or furloughs through 
the end of 2021, barring unforeseen and catastrophic changes to our 
business.” . . . Southwest reported a third-quarter net loss of $1.2 billion. . . . 
The airline announced new service to Miami, Palm Springs and Montrose 
(Telluride), Colorado, as well as Chicago O'Hare and Houston George Bush 
Intercontinental Airport. 

5. Alaska Furloughs Limited to 400 Employees. 
Alaska Airlines’ voluntary early-out and incentive leave programs for frontline 
employee workgroups were accepted by more than 4,000 employees, limiting 
furloughs to approximately 400 employees. The company reported a Q3 net 
loss of $431 million. Alaska launched a partnership with healthcare providers 
to offer rapid, standardized COVID-19 testing for guests traveling to 
destinations requiring a negative test result and will continue to block middle 
seats on mainline aircraft through January 6, 2021. 

6. Hawaiian Reduces Workforce by Nearly 2,500. 
Hawaiian reduced its workforce by nearly 2,500 employees, and, said Air Line 
Pilots Association, “agreed to provide relief from the contractual provision if 
additional PSP funding is approved by the federal government and allows 
Hawaiian to bring furloughed employees back to its payroll.” . . . Hawaiian is 
temporarily suspending ‘Ohana by Hawaiian passenger and cargo services 
between Honolulu and Molokai and Lanai, and cargo-only service within the 
Islands. . . . Hawaiian resumed nonstops from Honolulu to Las Vegas, 
Oakland, Phoenix, and San Jose and will be serving 10 U.S. West Coast cities 
by November 18. Passengers can bypass Hawaii‘s quarantine requirements 
with a pre-travel negative COVID-19 test. 

7. JetBlue, Inflight Crew Reach Tentative Agreement. 
JetBlue and Transport Workers Union (TWU) reached a tentative agreement 
on the first contract for inflight crew. The carrier reported a third-quarter net 
loss of $393 million, and expects a fourth-quarter revenue decline of 65% year 
over year and a capacity decline of 45%  
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8. Atlas Air to Operate Alibaba’s South America Flights. 
Atlas Air Worldwide will operate three weekly charter flights dedicated to 
Cainiao Smart Logistics Network, an Alibaba affiliate, linking China with Brazil 
and Chile. The program, beginning in November, will reduce overall shipping 
time from a week to three days on average. Cainiao transported eight million 
parcels to South America in third quarter, doubling second-quarter volume. 
“We look forward to developing our partnership further,” said Atlas President 
and CEO John Dietrich. Cainiao expects to operate about 1,300 chartered 
flights by yearend, “aiming to deliver anywhere in China within 24 hours, and 
across the globe within 72 hours.” 

9. Air Canada’s Calin Rovinescu to Retire. 
Air Canada President and CEO Calin Rovinescu will retire on February 15, 
after leading the company for almost 12 years. Deputy CEO and CFO Michael 
Rousseau will succeed him. 

10. Aeromexico DIP Financing Approved. 
The U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of New York gave final 
approval of Aeromexico’s request for debtor-in-possession financing of up to 
$1 billion, “a key milestone in the ongoing restructuring process,” said CEO 
Andrés Conesa. 

11. Lufthansa to Deploy A350-900s for Chicago, Los Angeles Service. 
See Section VIII, item 2. 

12. United Resumes San Francisco-Shanghai Service. 
See Section IX, item 1. 

13. SIA to Begin Nonstops to New York. 
See Section IX, item 5. 

14. Qatar to Launch San Francisco Service in December. 
See Section IX, item 10. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 




